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Abstract: This report describes the implementation of a program to track human body parts using a correlation based method. One application of Human Machine Interfaces is the interpretation of human motions by robots. Hands and face are human body parts which can convey a lot of information for the interaction between humans and robots. To extract this information by a camera observing the human, we need to detect and track these parts. Basic functions like grabbing and displaying the images were implemented using the Intel OpenCv library. We compared different approaches to calculate the Zero Mean Normalized Cross Correlation (ZNCC) in terms of computation time. We also show some other aspects that affect the computational cost. We present results showing that our program is able to track human body parts and plot the trajectory. Key words: Tracking, Correlation, OpenCv
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Introduction



Autonomous Robots inhabiting an environment need to navigate. Autonomous Robots inhabiting an human populated environment need also to interact. The general interaction takes place in both directions though we only focus on the robot as a receiver and the human as the transmitter. Several input modalities are possible (e.g audio and tactile cue) but we are mainly interested on the visual cue. Humans can speak through their body using fingers, hands, face or the whole body. In any case the property conveying the information is the 3-D position of the human body part, static like (facial) expression or (body) posture or dynamic like (hand) gestures. To extract this information by a camera observing the human, we need to detect and track these parts. A possible solution for detection is matching parts of the images. Image signals can be



Figure 1: example of motion tracking matched robustly and in real time by pixel based operations derived using signal processing tools. Optimal techniques for comparing signals generally use a form of "Sum of Squared Difference" [1]. The basic formula for cross correlation can be derived directly from an inner product of two vectors, or equally from the sum of squared differences of two neighborhoods. The most direct normalization is to divide each inner product by the square root of the energy of the template and the neighborhood. With zero mean cross correlation, the mean is subtracted from both the template and the image neighborhood before computing either the inner product or the neighborhood energy. An example for using correlation in the domain of man machine interaction is the visual tracking program called FingerPaint by [2]. In the domain of stereo vision we find applications for computing dense stereo range images like SRI’s Small Vision Module (SVM) described in [3]. The further document shows the steps for the implementation of algorithms performing these tasks, using a correlation method based on Zero Mean Normalized Cross Correlation.
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Calculating the Correlation



Correlation is the basic method to find corresponding pixels. It has proven to be fast enough for a real time implementation and has a regular structure with fixed execution time, which is independent of the scene contents. It fails within occluded areas and or poorly textured regions. Small correlation windows increase the influence of noise and lead to a decrease of correct matches. [4] Area correlation methods usually attempt to compensate by correlating not the raw intensity images, but some transform of the intensities. In normalized intensities, each of the intensities in a correlated area is normalized by the average intensity in the area [3]. The equation for the zero mean normalized cross correlation (ZNCC) can be derived from the following entities. First we need to calculate the average X of the following signal. All summations are done over template sized images X or Y, where n is the number of pixels in the images. P X X= (1) n Next we calculate what is called the Sum of Squared Deviations. X SSDev = (X − X)2 (2) A similar way to calculate the SSDev is show in Equ 3. The derivation from Equ 2 is shown in annex 7. P X ( X)2 2 (3) SSDev = X − n By dividing the SSDev by the number of pixels n, we get the Variance. P (X − X)2 var = (4) n−1 Next we can calculate the Covariance which returns the average of the products of deviations for each image pair. P (x − x)(y − y) covar(x, y) = (5) n Finally we get the Zero Mean Normalized Cross Correlation, which returns the correlation coefficient that ranges from 0 to 1. P (x − x)(y − y) (6) ZN CC = pP P (x − x)2 (y − y)2
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Implementation



The main objective of the program is to find the position of the area in the image that has the highest correlation with a template. For this we need first to define the template. The area of the template is shown by a square and can be placed, by using the mouse, over the object we want to track (e.g hands or head). The program creates a search area within the image with the double
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the size of the template (Figure 2). The search area is also represented by a square. After the selection of the last template by clicking the mouse, the tracking process will start automatically. The best match (highest correlation) between the chosen template and each possible template sized area (TSA) within the search area will give the position of the TSA within the whole image. Indeed, knowing the position of the best matched TSA in the search area, and using the position of the search area within the image, we can calculate the position of the tracked object within the whole image. The new tracking process loop will use this position to center the new search area (see Fig 3). Thus, the search area will always be centered around the best matched TSA. We assume that the object to be tracked can be found within the search-area, otherwise it will be lost.



Figure 2: Search-Area and Template To let this program run in a real time, all correlations between the tracked template and its possible positions in the search area need to be computed fast(in our case, with a template size equal to 32 pixels, we have to compute 33*33=1089 correlations). For this purpose, we implement a preparational step by calculating two specific arrays from the search-area: search-area sum array, which contain the sum of each possible TSA within the search-area search-area variance array, which contain the variance of each possible TSA within the search-area A straightforward approach to calculate these arrays is to calculate the sum and variance for each TSA within the search-area by accessing the value pixel by pixel. This algorithm is implemented in the init_sum_var_slow function. The idea to improve this algorithm, is to not access each time each pixel. To improve the calculation by accessing the values not pixelwise and as decreasing the computation time, the first step is to calculate in the search-area the sum and variance for each template sized row. The approach is based on the idea that, we calculate the sum of a row by using the result of the preceding row. Fig 4 shows an example : Having Sum1 for the pixels p0 to p3 we calculate Sum2 by subtracting p0 from Sum1 and adding p4.
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Figure 3: Loop architecture



Figure 4: line sum calculation



The calculation of the variance goes accordingly. Thus, the calculation of the succeeding rows only takes two operations, independent of the template size. Now, using the same idea, we can calculate the sum and the variance for each TSA. The sum and the variance for the first horizontal templates, are calculated using template sized lines, calculated previously. Then, we calculate the sum and the variance for the following templates by using theses of the upper template. Fig 5 shows an example: Having Sum1 for the first template we calculate Sum2 by subtracting row0 from Sum1 and adding row4. This algorithm is implemented in the init_sum_var_fast function. At the end, we get two arrays containing the TSA sum and the TSA variance. The correlation (ZNCC) between the template and the TSA can now be calculated from the sum and the variance of the template (see equations 1, 2, 5, 6).
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Figure 5: template sum calculation init_sum_var_slow function init_sum_var_fast function



35.5 ms 0.35 ms



Table 1: comparison of computations time for SetSearchArea
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Discussion and Results



Our results were achieved using a Athlon64 3000+ pc and firewire camera, delivering 640*480 pixels sized images with framerate of 15 fps. We compared the computational cost using function init_sum_var_fastand the function init_sum_var_slow. The results for the SetSearchArea computation are shown in table 1. The format OpenCV used to grab images from the camera is a two dimensional IplImage array. Setting and reading pixels values of an IplImage are time consuming operations. One possibility to speedup the process is to use pointers, another to convert this IplImage to an int array (See table 2). This program can easily be used to follow several target (See figure 6). For up to three targets, the computation time will not change, because the computation time is mainly due to the frame rate (66ms). Independently of the frame rate, the computation time is around 36 ms for one target. For each additional target, you can add around 13 ms (0.6+12+0.1+0.14+0.12)(see table 3). The program runs under Linux using command line parameters: ./track_corr [a] a number of target to track (1,2 or 3) In the case of a>1 the targets must not change during the selection. Otherwise the tracking might fail. Data type IplImage, accessing the pixel IplImage, accessing a pointer to the pixel Int array



Time for the tracking process 280 ms 200 ms 36 ms



Table 2: time for tracking process, function to type of data
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image conversion time search-area setting time correlation time range check time rectangle draw time line draw time image display time



2.3 ms 0.6 ms 12 ms 0.1 ms 0.14 ms 0.12 ms 22 ms



Table 3: Main computing times for the program



Figure 6: Tracking human body parts (head and hands)
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Conclusion



This report has shown the implementation of a tracking program using a correlation based method and the Intel OpenCv library. We have compared two different approaches to compute the correlation and presented the resulting computational cost. Thus, we achieve to follow a chosen frame in an image by matching the best this frame in a search area. We were able to track human body parts like hand and head and plot the trajectory points. In the future we are planning to implement different approaches like Haar-Like features and skin color to detect the human body parts automatically. We also plan to support our tracking by using the kalman filter.
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Annex



Derivation for the Sum of Squared Deviation : X X 2 (X − X)2 = (X 2 − 2XX + X ) X X 2 = X 2 − 2X X + nX P P X X ( X)2 X 2 X +n = X −2 n n2 P P 2 2 X ( X) ( X) + = X2 − 2 n Pn 2 X ( X) = X2 − n



(7)
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